
I always want to change a world to be better place to be. Thinking about that always made                  
me happy. 
I like to learn and discover new things about world and people since I was young going to                  
school and having so many passions around history, politics, society, theatre, public speaking             
and leadership 
I liked to take challenges, I was really determined person. I never felt it was easy for me to                   
learn something but I was so stubborn that in most cases if I want something I finally got it. I                    
took my driving license exam 7 times, but finally I passed. 
I really liked books, spending time with people, honest open conversation, and sense of              
freedom coming from activities I like to do. Sense of humour and relaxed attitude are               
good too. Positive thinking. 
I like sense of being passionate about something – for example cooking. I like delivering               
quality. I like some space of solitude, piano music, bon fires. 
In my life I always like to meet brave, unique personalities and learn from them. I liked                 
swimming, sauna, sex, yoga, and spirituality. I like intensively and peace in life. I like hot                
chocolate. 
I like simplicity, in the past always aim to find simplest understanding of more complex               
ideas. 
I always like to help and be around people. 
I quite enjoy working hard if I want to achieve something. 
  
Information about person: 
- want to change the world 
- like to learn new things 
- is determined, open for challenges 
- working hard 
- delivering quality 
- into positive thinking 
What activities person likes to do: 
- books 
- spending time with people 
- honesty, sense of freedom 
- Sense of humour, relaxed attitude 
- cooking 
- solitude 
- piano music 
- bon fire 
- swimming 
- sauna 
- sex 
- yoga 
- spirituality 
- insensitivity and peace in life 



- hot chocolate 
- simplicity 
- spending time with people 
  
Life stories could be ideally more precise, we can add some details. It’s just example.               
Each joy – life story will be different. Important is to take some inside from your past and                  
your emotions what sort of person you are and where are your joy strength and talents.                
Everybody is different so your strength and things which make you happy are very              
unique and personal and make you very special (-; 
 


